Big Bench Journey

Our goal of creating an AAVS, 600 PS, 601 PS, and Combat Camera memorial bench at the Air Force Museum is within reach. Enough money has been collected to order the rock and the five month journey from India to America has begun. However, we still need donations to design a “memorable” Memorial Bench.

Design...Combat Camera past, present and future has always stood tall among others with great flare. Flare never comes at the minimum price. Looking at the other benches, we want to go for the gold. This includes colored patches (there is only one other I know of) and the possibility of a shade tree for our bench. And of course images.

A Special Thanks goes out to our Donors thus far!

If you have the desire and ability to donate, the project is still under funded. Use our Intuit electronic donation button. OR snail mail a check to Mario Candia at 2924 Northcreek Drive, Woodbridge, IL 60517-4515.

Chamrajnar Quarry in Chamrajnager, India

The granite for Big Bench is being quarried in Chamrajnager, India. Jet Black granite is said to be one of the finest qualities for excellent durability and contrasty engraving. Maps, photos and video (our quarry http://vimeo.com/45293040) will help you follow the Big Bench journey.